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THE BRIGHTER WAY TO
NAVIGATE YOUR BUSINESS
Introducing Solomon365 – A cloud-based solution to become future-ready.
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RISK APPETITE

FUEL YOUR FUTURE.
In today’s ever-changing environment, many organizations can feel in the dark when it comes to managing their
risks. Yet, when these risks are planned for and navigated properly, it can fuel your business to new heights.
Of course, this requires a new way of leveraging your risk and governance processes. Are you ready?
Meet Solomon365: a cloud-based risk and governance platform to help your organization navigate challenges
and opportunities at a whole new level. Benchmark your organization across a variety of key areas, identify
pivotal opportunities/gap areas, develop improvement plans, and access a library of resources to create
meaningful change – all in one easy to use tool.

A BRIGHTER
PATH FORWARD.
Solomon365 offers a guided, forward-looking
process for managing risk. It equips you with
proven diagnostic tools, strategies, how-toguidance, roadmaps, action plans, and more.
Solomon365 also helps to integrate the
three vital capabilities of a future-ready
risk governance system:

AGILE BOARD OVERSIGHT

TO PROVIDE STRATEGIC RISK GUIDANCE

FULLY INTEGRATED.
ENTHUSIASTICALLY
EMBRACED.
Sound decisions are made when teams have strategic alignment, ongoing

DYNAMIC STRATEGY EXECUTION
TO OPTIMIZE RISK PERFORMANCE

communication, and an ability to access key risk information. One of the
most powerful benefits of Solomon365 is that it connects the right people
and information together so that everyone throughout your organization’s
ecosystem is prepared to respond to increasingly complex risks, challenges
and opportunities – for greater peace of mind amid the turbulence.
What’s more, Solomon365’s impactful insights and measurable results can
help you answer the following questions with confidence:
• “Do we fully understand the risks facing our organization – both big and small?”
• “Are we prepared to act swiftly when major changes arise?”

PROACTIVE RISK VERIFICATION
TO STAY RISK PROTECTED

• “Do our board, strategy, and risk processes effectively integrate around risk?”

ONE SUBSCRIPTION. THREE ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS.
The Solomon365 platform gives you direct access to the following distinct features:

TOOLBOX365™

Tools to Accelerate

Diagnostic assessments with peer benchmark comparisons, innovative risk tools, and relevant content.

ADVISOR365™

Advisory to Guide

An expert governance and risk advisor to guide you on tool implementation, diagnostic analysis, consults, and more.

LEARNING365™

Training to Equip

Board, leadership, and risk management training modules, in both live and on-demand recorded formats.

THE SOLOMON365 ROADMAP:
Choose the Solomon365 industry
platform version for your organization.
Measure Your Baseline
Use VitalSigns™ diagnostic tools
(Board, Strategy, Risk) to determine
your organization’s “risk governance
index” across a variety of key areas
and outcomes compared to
industry benchmarks.
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Learn Skills to Enhance Performance
Engage your team in virtual trainings to:
- Achieve an integrated view of risk governance

Define Your Risk Profile
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- Generate alignment on how to drive change

Become (and Stay) Future-Ready
Continue using Solomon365 over time as
your GPS to re-evaluate, optimize, and
integrate your risk governance system.
Your leaders and board will be better
equipped to understand and navigate
ongoing risks for your long-term success.

For more information and to schedule a demo, visit: Solomon365.com
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Create a customized Strategic Risk
Profile™ that identifies key risks,
surfaces risk management gaps,
and drives accountable action to
close gaps. Track risk changes and
improved performance over time.

- Understand the impacts to your organization
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